Abstract-The modelling of large systems of spiking neurons is computationally very demanding in terms of processing power and communication. SpiNNaker-Spiking Neural Network architecture-is a massively parallel computer system designed to provide a cost-effective and flexible simulator for neuroscience experiments. It can model up to a billion neurons and a trillion synapses in biological real time. The basic building block is the SpiNNaker Chip Multiprocessor (CMP), which is a custom-designed globally asynchronous locally synchronous (GALS) system with 18 ARM968 processor nodes residing in synchronous islands, surrounded by a lightweight, packet-switched asynchronous communications infrastructure. In this paper, we review the design requirements for its very demanding target application, the SpiNNaker micro-architecture and its implementation issues. We also evaluate the SpiNNaker CMP, which contains 100 million transistors in a 102-mm die, provides a peak performance of 3.96 GIPS, and has a peak power consumption of 1 W when all processor cores operate at the nominal frequency of 180 MHz. SpiNNaker chips are fully operational and meet their power and performance requirements.
18 ARM968 processing cores, each capable of simulating up to 1000 spiking neurons. The architecture scales from a single chip, in its smallest configuration, to a system of 65 536 chips, although the full-size SpiNNaker system will contain 57 600 chips with 1 036 800 processors, delivering peak processing power exceeding 228 Dhrystone TIPS.
The CMP micro-architecture design assumes that processors are free: the real cost of computing is energy. In a massively parallel computer, there are costs associated with keeping the devices within the correct temperature window and, more importantly, the cost of the energy used to operate the machine over its lifetime can be significantly larger than that of the machine itself. This is why we use energy-efficient ARM9 embedded processors and mobile double data rate (DDR) SDRAM, in both cases trading off some performance for greatly enhanced power efficiency. Additionally, inter-chip communication uses self-timed channels which, although costly in wires, are significantly more power-efficient than synchronous links of similar bandwidth. We estimate that a full-size million-core SpiNNaker will consume around 90 kW, which is just within the range of off-the-shelf forced-air cooling systems.
Inter-processor communication is based on an efficient multicast infrastructure inspired by neurobiology. It uses a packetswitched network to emulate the very high connectivity of biological systems. The packets are source-routed, i.e., they carry only information about the packet issuer; the network is responsible for delivering them to their destinations. The heart of the communications infrastructure is a bespoke router able to replicate packets, where necessary, to implement the multicast function associated with sending the same packet to several different destinations.
II. NEURAL NETWORK SIMULATORS
There is a significant body of existing and proposed work on the hardware implementation of neural networks using a wide variety of underlying technology: neuromorphic hardware [2] , [3] , mixed-signal VLSI [4] , GPGPU systems [5] , FPGA-based accelerator boards [6] , nanotechnology [7] , and combinations thereof. Neuromorphic hardware, though energy-efficient, tends to be model-specific. This, in turn, imposes too many restrictions on neuron and synaptic model exploration compared with the flexibility offered by general-purpose computing systems. Moreover, the scale of simulation that can be accomplished with most of the above hardware is limited.
Large-scale real-time cortical simulations need enormous computational power. For a neural simulation of the scale of the human brain, composed of approximately 10 neurons each with about 10 synapses firing at the rate of about 10 Hz [8] , the processing power needed is approximately 10 operations per second; only an Exascale supercomputer [9] , yet to be built, would have the capability to simulate an entire human brain. Smaller scale cortical simulations have been demonstrated, so far, by the deployment of IBM BlueGene supercomputers by Markram et al. [10] in the Blue Brain Project at EPFL (which centres around in silico experimentation with the mammalian brain), Djurfeldt et al. [11] in brain-scale neocortical simulations, and by Modha et al. [12] in cat-scale thalamocortical simulations. Another platform under development is the Cog Ex Machina [13] that targets real-time simulation of brain models. The proposed hardware consists of clusters of accelerator nodes, currently composed of off-the-shelf GPUs, which communicate through a photonic network. The Dendra chips [14] , being developed to replace the GPUs, are envisioned as massively parallel processor chips that integrate hundreds of cores with memristive memory banks. The distinguishing feature of this platform is that it is designed specifically for large-scale neural simulation.
Clearly, a range of simulation approaches and accuracy levels is available. In terms of the scale of simulations that can be performed, the supercomputers outweigh other computing platforms, there are limitations however. Supercomputers incur very high purchase and maintenance costs. In terms of communications, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) widely utilized in HPCs has large overheads, due to its large frame sizes, and is not entirely suitable for neural communications. Power consumption is another major issue. Supercomputers are built with the goal of providing a computing platform for general-purpose scientific applications and, hence, are not a natural fit for neural modelling.
III. REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN CRITERIA
Neural modelling and simulation, especially on a very large (cortical size) scale, are characterized by their high computation, communication, and memory requirements. It is beyond the capabilities of the most powerful existing HPCs to model, faithfully, even a subset of such structures, let alone an entire human brain. It would be possible only with massively parallel systems much more powerful than the current state-ofthe-art [15] and the power consumption of those systems would be of the order of MegaWatts [9] . Achieving the SpiNNaker goal of simulating 1% of the human brain (10 neurons and 10 synapses with each neuron spiking at an average rate of 10 Hz or less) in biological real time will require a large number of processing cores, a very efficient communications infrastructure, and a large memory capacity; energy consumption also must be kept under control. The aim in SpiNNaker is therefore to meet these requirements in a balanced manner in terms of performance, silicon area, power consumption, and cost. Fig. 2 depicts the computational demands on SpiNNaker. To simulate 10 neurons and 10 synapses, 10 processing cores functioning at a nominal frequency of 200 MHz are needed; each simulating the neuronal dynamics of about 10 neurons. These estimates are based on the use of a medium-complexity neuronal model such as that of Izhikevich [16] . If a computationally complex and biologically accurate model, such as the Hodgkin-Huxley model [17] , is used, then the size of the network that can be simulated is reduced. This tradeoff highlights the advantage of software modelling: the user can choose the models.
A. Processing

B. Communications
A major challenge in achieving high-performance neural simulation is to emulate the very high interconnectivity of biological neural networks in hardware. Moore et al. [18] demonstrate that a large-scale neural simulation is communication-rather than compute-bound, and, in the design of the SpiNNaker CMP, particular emphasis is placed on the communication mechanisms employed [19] .
The massive interconnectivity of spiking neural networks (SNNs) can be modelled efficiently as packet-based spike communications using address event representation (AER) proposed by Mahowald [20] . Spikes are stereotypical all-or-none events that carry information only in the timing of their occurrence. Therefore, they are efficiently formatted as small packets containing the source address of the spike-emitting neuron which are sent to a centralized location in each chip where it can be multicast (replicated, if needed, and sent to multiple locations). This scheme decouples the SNN topology from the physical wiring, thereby facilitating programmable connectivity and easily scaling to larger systems [1] . The packets travel across the system at electronic speeds (in nanoseconds), which are much faster than biological spikes (of the order of milliseconds). This allows the emulation of neural networks composed of whole populations of neurons to match biological real time. A spike is processed as soon as it arrives at the destination core, which requests the associated synaptic data from memory and schedules the processing of any associated synaptic events at a time in the future when the biological delay has elapsed [21] . The communications NoC is designed to cope with very high peak packet traffic but is expected to be lightly loaded on average.
C. Memory
Neural simulations require memory to store neuron models, state information, and the results of neural computation. As the neurons are updated periodically, neuron state is kept in a fast-access memory at the processor cores. Synaptic data, on the other hand, is associated with spike sources and is required only when a spike arrives. Given that synaptic events are not processed immediately, the synaptic information can be retrieved from a larger, slower memory using DMA [21] . This larger memory is common to all cores in a chip, however, neural simulations do not need memory coherence, thus avoiding the need for shared memory and the corresponding memory-access mechanisms. In addition to neural processing memory, other forms of memory are needed for inter-processor communication, system-level debugging and management purposes.
D. Energy Efficiency
To minimize energy costs, the CMP is built out of low-power ARM processors and mobile DDR SDRAM. On-chip and off-chip communications infrastructure employs asynchronous interconnect which has lower power consumption than equivalent synchronous buses. Also, event-driven processing is adopted whereby processing cores are put into a low-power sleep state while idle and are woken only when responding to events of interest. An efficient vectored-interrupt system with a large set of interrupt signals is provided to cater for this model. This corresponds with biological neural processing where events (spikes) are generated by the neurons and arrive at their destination where they are processed on arrival. Therefore, in this model, processing is done on-demand, rather than wasting energy doing continuous computation.
E. Fault Tolerance and Monitoring
To incorporate fault tolerance into the CMP design, redundancy is implemented in the processor cores, off-chip links, and PLLs. In addition, one processor core is designated as monitor processor for chip-level management, monitoring, and debugging tasks. The selection of the monitor processor is done at power-up, and any core that is healthy has an equal chance of being the monitor processor. To ensure smooth packet traffic and avoid congestion, mechanisms such as packet dropping and timeout are included. Failures in the inter-chip communication links are handled by an emergency routing procedure. A programmable CRC ensures data integrity during on-chip data transfer through the asynchronous interconnect.
F. Scalability
The CMP is sufficiently scalable to be a building block for a large-scale system, striving for the power efficiency of analog neural hardware but with the programmability and reconfigurability of general-purpose computers.
IV. SPINNAKER ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
The SpiNNaker CMP, shown in Fig. 3 , is a GALS systemon-chip (SoC) with 18 ARM968 processor nodes residing in synchronous islands surrounded by an asynchronous packetswitched communications infrastructure [22] . The GALS architecture not only simplifies timing closure in the SoC design but also facilitates isolation of faulty processor nodes [23] . A self-timed, delay-insensitive on-chip interconnect based on CHAIN technology [24] is the backbone for on-and off-chip communications. Two phase-locked loops (PLLs) with associated circuitry generate clock signals for the synchronous modules in the CMP. Clock signals are deliberately skewed to minimize electromagnetic interference (EMI) as well as peak demand on the power supplies. As shown in the figure, each CMP can communicate with the external world through a 100-Mbit Ethernet interface, but not all need be connected.
Data communications are handled by two separate hardware channels-the Comms NoC and the System NoC. The Comms NoC, shown in the top half of Fig. 3 , implements system-wide inter-processor communications from any processor to any other processor in the system. The communication is handled through a bespoke packet router with six full-duplex links connecting to neighboring chips (usually in the North, Northeast, East, South, Southwest, and West directions) to form a 2-D triangular toroidal mesh. The System NoC, shown in the bottom half of the figure, enables the chip-wide sharing of system resources, viz. 32-KB system RAM, 32-KB boot ROM, system controller, watchdog timer, and Ethernet media-independent interface (MII) controller. It also provides access, through a memory controller, to a 128-MB off-die SDRAM, private to each CMP and accessible by all of its processors, housed in the same package. The shared system ROM and RAM are used for the boot process, for loading application code, and for inter-processor communication mailboxes.
The fabric in both NoCs is asynchronous: the System NoC implements CGP (Silistix's asynchronous custom protocol) with ARM's AXI [25] adapters whereas the Comms NoC presents an asynchronous interface and uses a 2-of-7 NRZ protocol for off-chip links and a 3-of-6 RTZ for on-chip links [26] . The asynchronous NoCs with their packet-switched fabric deliver scalable, high-bandwidth, power-efficient, multicast, and low-latency communications.
A. SpiNNaker Processor Node
The internals of the SpiNNaker Processor Node are shown in Fig. 4 . The core selected for SpiNNaker is the ARM968E-S 32-bit processor which is an energy-efficient, small-footprint processor designed for low-power, data-intensive applications with a Dhrystone performance of 1.1 DMIPS/MHz. The core is fully synthesizable, so it can be ported quickly to different process technologies. The processor node performs both computation and communication functions. Each processor node has an ARM968 core, directly connected 32-KB instruction tightly coupled memory (ITCM), and a dual-banked 64-KB data TCM (DTCM), and peripherals such as timer/counter, vectored interrupt controller (VIC), communications controller (CC), and direct memory access controller (DMAC). The timer/counter generates simulation time step intervals for the neuronal models. The CC handles the packet-based traffic at the processing end. The custom-designed DMAC shares access to the TCMs with the processor core through a dedicated slave interface. Its main function is to offload communication tasks from the processor and provide transparent access to system resources. The VIC handles up to 32 interrupt requests with programmable priority from the node peripherals as well as system resources and generates interrupts to the processing core. An IEEE 1149.1-compliant JTAG port is also available for debugging purposes.
B. Inter-Processor Communications
The communications infrastructure has the primary role of carrying neural event packets between cores, which can be located in the same or different chips, but is also used to transport system configuration and monitoring information. Fig. 5 shows the GALS communications system with the synchronous router and on-chip processor nodes interconnected through a self-timed fabric. Each core node, which includes a local communications controller, has its own clock signal, as does the router. The network interface modules (NIMs) are responsible for serializing and de-serializing packets and synchronize the signals that cross timing domains. The router is responsible for routing all packets to one or more of its outputs. Packets are 40 or 72 bits long and consist of a control byte and one or two data words. The second data word is optional and its presence is indicated by a bit in the control byte. The router identifies and handles several error conditions such as packet parity and framing errors, timeout, and output link failure.
The router [27] combines different routing mechanisms. Multicast packets (used to represent neural events) are routed through a three-valued associative lookup table (LUT). The packet keys are structured in a hierarchical way to allow a single entry to represent one or more populations of neurons, avoiding the need for large tables. Point-to-point packets (used for control and monitoring operations) use a simple LUT and fixed-route packets (intended for communications with a host computer) simply follow a predefined route stored in a router register. These mechanisms require table and register setup and therefore are available only after SpiNNaker has booted. Nearest-neighbor packets (used to communicate with neighboring chips during boot-up) use a simple algorithmic process that does not require any setup and therefore are the only mechanism available during the boot process. The router also implements default routing (used when a multicast packet does not match any entry in the multicast table) and emergency routing (used when an output link is blocked due to congestion or hardware failure).
C. Memory Organization
The CMP memory organization is shown in Fig. 6 . Program code and frequently used data are expected to reside in tightly coupled memory which runs at core speed. Accesses to off-die Each node includes a DMA controller to alleviate this problem. The TCM-DMAC-SDRAM system can be used as a software-managed cache. When needed, the DMAC transfers large blocks of data between SDRAM and TCM under control of the core. In addition, the DMAC can transfer data to/from other targets on the System NoC such as the System RAM and Boot ROM. DMA transfers are initiated by writing to control registers in the DMAC. They are executed in the background, and the relevant interrupt caught when the work is complete. The DMAC possesses dual buffers supporting pipelined transfers, provides support for CRC error detection in transferred blocks and completion interrupts.
The Bridge is a second path for memory accesses. Bridge transfers occur when the core initiates load or store requests directly to the needed memory address and the core retains full control of the transfer. If requested, the Bridge may buffer the data from write requests for increased efficiency. If an error occurs on such a buffered write the Bridge signals an error interrupt.
It is interesting to note that the NIM was designed to allow a single outstanding memory operation. This may have a negative impact on the network bandwidth utilization of each individual core but is used as a simple mechanism to provide fair access to the System NoC by all cores.
D. Event-Driven Operation
SpiNNaker operates in an entirely event-driven fashion to optimize performance and energy consumption. There is no conventional operating system running on the cores, simply a low-level interrupt service provider kernel. A core is normally in low-power sleep mode. When an interrupt arrives, the core wakes up to process any required data, possibly requesting DMA transfers or emitting packets. On completion of the interrupt service the core returns to sleep. Table I lists the different sources that can interrupt the cores. A large number of distinct interrupt sources supports efficient interrupt-driven operation as it relieves the core from wasting clock cycles having to identify the source after being interrupted.
V. SPINNAKER CMP IMPLEMENTATION
The implementation of the SpiNNaker CMP was a big challenge given the size and complexity of the system. As explained earlier, SpiNNaker integrates several external IP devices, such as the ARM cores and SDRAM controller, with components developed in-house by the SpiNNaker team. Details of the design considerations and choices were presented in [28] .
A. Implementation Methodology
The Synopsys Galaxy Design Platform was used for the design and implementation tasks. The implementation employs architecture and logic-level clock gating. The design methodology has been fine-tuned with special emphasis on the power efficiency of the clock networks. Power-aware synthesis was used throughout the flow. The ARM processor cores were brought in as IP and their physical implementation fine-tuned through numerous iterations to achieve the most compact, power-efficient and best achievable performance design using the ARMSynopsys Galaxy reference design methodology. Other blocks such as the memory controller, router, and system AHB (containing the system resources) were also implemented adopting the same design methodology. The NIMs (that interface the synchronous islands with the asynchronous fabric) were laid out as hard macros to safeguard certain timing assumptions. They were then integrated into the processor nodes, router, system AHB and SDRAM controller modules during the P&R flow to ensure minimum design area. At the top level, these synchronous modules were combined with the asynchronous fabric (laid out as a combination of hard macros and soft sea-of-gates) in a bespoke GALS design methodology [23] to create the CMP layout.
Physical layout of a complex many-core GALS chip such as the SpiNNaker CMP with conventional CAD tools, tailored for synchronous systems, is a difficult task. For asynchronous circuitry, a hierarchical methodology was employed [23] . Even though the asynchronous logic is delay-insensitive, certain timing assumptions had to be safeguarded for correct operation. Hence, encapsulating small sections of the logic in customized macros and using these as component building blocks for the larger sections was the adopted approach for the successful implementation of the SpiNNaker CMP. Even then, this approach needed minor modifications during the scaling up of the SpiNNaker CMP from the test chip with two cores to the current chip with 18 cores.
B. Verification and Testing
SystemC was used to validate the architecture and design of the SpiNNaker CMP. The synchronous models were cycle accurate, but asynchronous networks could be modelled only with early delay estimates. Building the SystemC model took more time than initially anticipated, given that different IP providers use different SystemC conventions and interfaces and adapting them took significant effort.
The synchronous modules followed a standard verification path. External IP was delivered in Verilog, which was also used to develop most of the in-house designs. Equivalence checking was used to verify RTL synthesis and optimization. Gate-level simulation with extracted parasitics and annotated delays were used for simulations. Initially, top-level modules, such as the cores and the router, were simulated individually. After all modules met their targets and were deemed correct, a complete system model was used to verify the top-level interconnect. The GALS nature of the design made this easier given that no clock-related timing had to be met and verified. Also, it allowed the use of a combination of models to speed the simulation, e.g., a single core was simulated using a detailed, back-annotated gate-level model and the other 17 used a much faster behavioral model. When using the simplified models, simulations with back-annotated delays from extracted parasitics took several hours to complete. An early version of the chip, with only two cores, was produced and used for detailed verification [23] .
The asynchronous modules had to follow a different verification path. External IP was delivered in technology-mapped, gate-level Verilog, avoiding the need for formal verification at this stage. Given the reluctance of most CAD tools to work without clock-related timing constraints, detailed transistor-level simulations were used to verify the operation and estimate the timing characteristics of these modules, which were converted into soft macros.
Finally, the mesochronous interface to the off-die SDRAM was carefully verified. The in-house designed asynchronous delay-locked loop (DLL) [29] that controls the interface was simulated and characterized at transistor-level while the synchronous memory controller was simulated at gate level with detailed parasitics, which allowed the correct alignment of interface signals in the presence of possibly unbalanced PCB tracks.
VI. RESULTS
A. Fabricated SpiNNaker CMP
The SpiNNaker CMP was designed by a small team of academic researchers and postgraduate students with the associated restrictions and constraints regarding fabrication cost and access to process technologies, standard cell libraries and IP. Overall, a design effort of approximately 40 years has gone into the design, implementation, and verification of the SpiNNaker CMP. A test chip with two cores was taped out in August 2009 followed by the 18-core chip in December 2010.
Shown in Fig. 7 is the die micrograph of the SpiNNaker CMP with its major components highlighted. The CMP was fabricated in UMC 130-nm L130E process technology and has over 100 million transistors and a power consumption of 1 W when all of the processor cores are operating at 180 MHz. The SpiNNaker CMP achieves a peak performance of 3.96 GIPS; key figures are listed in Table II .
B. Building SpiNNaker Systems
So far, four variants of small-scale SpiNNaker systems have been built and used for neural modelling and simulation. Fig. 8 shows the fourth generation system, a 48-node board that forms the basic block for the construction of larger SpiNNaker systems. Forty-eight SpiNNaker chips connected in a hexagonal array are mounted on an extended depth, double height Eurocard (220 mm 233.4 mm) with a Board Management Processor and three FPGAs to implement SpiNNlinks (high-speed interboard channels). A SpiNNlink multiplexes/demultiplexes eight asynchronous channels into a serial 3-Gbps I/O channel using SATA cables for board-to-board interconnect. These boards operate without any cooling system.
The next-generation SpiNNaker is a 576-node (10,368-core) system, consisting of 12 boards in a 19-in frame. The full-size SpiNNaker system, targeted for 2013, will be constructed using 1200 PCBs containing 57 600 chips, i.e., 1 036 800 processors. They will use off-the-shelf, forced-air cooling systems.
C. SpiNNaker in Action
SpiNNaker systems built so far have been used in robotics applications, which require low-power neural computation along with the ability to process sensory inputs and generate motor outputs in real time. Galluppi et al. [30] described how a SpiNNaker system interacts with an artificial silicon retina in real time to model attention control in visual processing. Similarly, Davies et al. [31] used SpiNNaker to implement an SNN which successfully controlled a line-following robot through an AER interface. These examples demonstrate that SpiNNaker is capable of real-time SNN computation whilst drawing very little power.
VII. SPINNAKER EVALUATION
A. SDRAM Bandwidth Utilization
The optimal utilization of the SDRAM bandwidth is crucial to the performance of SNN simulations, Fig. 9 illustrates the results of an experiment to evaluate this key indicator. The figure shows the aggregate SDRAM bandwidth utilization of a number of cores on a single SpiNNaker CMP, increased progressively from 1 to 14. The experiment is based on DMA acceses to memory, with the first seven cores reading from memory and the last seven performing write operations. It is clear from the figure that the read channel from memory saturates at just over 600 MB/s and the write channel adds around 300 MB/s on top of that, for a total aggregate bandwidth of 900 MB/s. As the number of writes increases the bandwidth available for read requests decreases, given that both are transported on the same network channel. This results in an unfortunate reduction in the read data channel bandwidth utilization. The figure also shows that, as expected, the simple mechanism of restricting each core to a single outstanding memory access results in a fair share of the bandwidth for all cores.
B. SNN Simulations
To evaluate SpiNNaker performance in SNN simulations, we built a controlled neuron model in which events, rather than neural quantities, are the experimental variables. This approach lets us control the dynamics of the experiment and evaluate results in a precise way. In particular, the number of packets emitted by every core, and the number of ARM instructions needed to process a neural event, can be varied, and the number of spikes and synaptic events can be measured. This neural model is integrated in the mapping which automatically configures the number of neurons, synapses and the topology of the network. Table III shows the results from three experiments. Populations are groups of neurons and projections are interconnections between populations. The first experiment consists of many simple neurons, firing at a low firing rate, and few interconnections between them. The other two involve more complex neurons, interconnections and higher population firing rates. A core needs 33 instructions to update the state of each neuron in the simple model and 93 in the complex one. Connections, also known as synaptic events, need six instructions in all cases. All of the experiments run in real time on a prototype board equipped with 4 SpiNNaker chips.
The results verify that small-scale SpiNNaker systems meet their SNN simulation performance targets and highlight the flexibility and programmability of the system by modelling networks with different characteristics, regimes, dynamics, and topologies. We used the energy consumption of a chip after a reset and with no software loaded onto it as the baseline to measure the energy associated with a neuron and with a connection event. We measured the mean power for the three experiments, allowing neurons to be updated, packets to be sent, and synapses to be retrieved from SDRAM. We then disabled packet sending, leaving periodic neural update as the only process running on the system. As a result we were able to differentiate between the power associated with neuron activity and that associated with connections. Results for neuron power consumption reflect the difference in complexity of the model used in experiment 1 with that used in experiments 2 and 3, while the connection energy stays constant as the number of instructions per synapse does not change. For an example of more biologically-plausible experiments on SpiNNaker, refer to Sharp et al. [32] .
C. SpiNNaker Assessment
As no full-size SpiNNaker system has yet been built it is still early to predict what the architectural shortfalls may be but an obvious limit, given that the routing keys for system administration packets are 16 bits long, is that the system can expand only to 64 K nodes and there is no straightforward mechanism to overcome this limit.
With small-scale systems it has become apparent that the network optimization for neural traffic (short, fast packets whose delivery is not guaranteed) makes SpiNNaker less suitable for some applications. The ability to carry larger payloads per packet would alleviate this. The risk that a control packet may be dropped irrecoverably in the network also puts an additional burden on the software, forcing acknowledgements and timeouts to be monitored.
Gratifyingly, there have not been any major bugs discovered to date due to the chip's detailed implementation. However, experience in use has revealed several issues which, in hindsight, could have been better addressed. In particular, opportunities for additional power savings were missed, even though minimizing power consumption was a significant design criterion.
Because the chip was designed primarily for real-time operation it is necessary, always, to have some processing "in hand," i.e., cores have to be ready to process when the need arises. When a core runs out of tasks it puts itself into sleep mode in which its clock is gated off, minimizing its power consumption. Provision for this is part of the ARM968 core. This halts the processor but not its associated peripherals running from the same basic clock. The peripherals cannot be halted directly with the processor because their activity is independent. DMA operations may be running whilst the processor sleeps, incoming communications still need to be received and the local timer must continue. Therefore, no provision was made to halt the peripherals. The missed opportunity is that applications do not necessarily use all the cores and those idle can be turned off, including their associated peripherals.
The clock speeds of the various cores are not independent; this precludes tailoring their individual speeds to their loads. Because the cores are intended to run in real time-alternating bursts of activity with sleeping-this is not perceived as a handicap. In a future design, it may save power to implement dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) on a core-by-core basis and the GALS interconnect means the logic design would accommodate this.
Some issues of multiprocessor operation have become apparent as the chip's system software has been developed. Foremost amongst these is the limited hardware support for intercore control communications. It is possible for any processor to interrupt another using a shared interrupt source. The reason for the interrupt must be conveyed in a data structure in shared RAM and a hardware bit-flag register supports atomic accesses to this structure. It is now clear that additional such registers, combined with multiple distinct interrupts, would enable simpler and faster inter-core signalling.
There are several other places where hardware registers could relieve the need to build software structures. A good example is the DMA controllers which are internally pipelined. A simple identifier, carried with each DMA transfer would save the need to build a queue when DMA transfers are started and finished by different threads.
In a massive system, fault tolerance was envisaged to be an issue from the start. Although the fault-tolerant features included in the chip have not yet been fully explored new ideas for optimizations are still being generated. For example, the GALS communication necessarily exerts back pressure if a receiver is slow. If a receiver is inoperative then an increasing amount of the network could become fatally congested. This is alleviated by a programmable timeout in the routers. However, a mode in which receivers simply discard packets would prove a simple addition, particularly as a start-up default in case a faulty processor subsystem fails to boot correctly. There are, no doubt, numerous other such features which could be included.
VIII. CONCLUSION
SpiNNaker is a high-performance, application-specific architecture highly optimized for running neuroscience applications. It can also be used for other distributed computing, such as ray-tracing and protein folding, and it provides a cost-effective means of achieving over 10 operations per second, provided that floating-point arithmetic is not required.
Experimental results show that, for massively parallel neural network simulations, a customized multicore architecture can be energy efficient while keeping the flexibility of software-implemented neuronal and synaptic models, absent in current neuromorphic hardware.
As a message-passing system, the greatest performance bottleneck is the communications between processors and, therefore, SpiNNaker was optimized for the short, multicast messages (spikes) associated with neural network simulation. This optimization has resulted in some additional overhead for other applications, including loading and control of neural networks which is done by sharing the run-time network. In hindsight, provision for larger payloads with guaranteed delivery would relieve the software burden in sharing these disparate tasks. However, the decision to share a single network still appears sensible, and this relieves some of the system-level problems.
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